MEETING OF THE TECH CANDIDATES TUESDAY

At Noon Hour All Students Interested Will Meet in Lower Office.

On Tuesday, at 12.30 o'clock, a meeting will be held in the lower TECH office for the candidates for the various departments, both news and business, and for all students interested in the daily expressing a desire to join the ranks of the reporters. Managing Editor Alsdon H. Wintt recently sent out a notification of this meeting to those of the students who signed the Bursar's Registration cards concerning the lack of large classes of the part of the task falls on the shoulders of a few.

At the present time, not a few have reported to the office and have been doing steady work. Tile number have reported to the office and have like to try this season.

newspapers before or that they would have either had experience on the Bursar's Registration cards containing notification of this meeting in the Daily expressing a desire to of all the NEw England Conservatory of Music. They were very appropriately addressed.

One Hundred Students Register Because of Accident.

A number of the students have been slightly imprisoned less than week on account of having to fill out registration material. This is a convenience way, due to the one of the unavoidable accidents which are being common. The registration material is put in a waste paper basket as a convenient receptacle, and the projector, thinking it was work, was not supposed to be material of about one hundred students. As the men have nearly all registered again, there will be no more immense understanding.
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COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor-in-Chief of THE TECH:

The Worcester Wilson Club of the M. I. T. gladly accepts the challenge in a joint debate with the Progressive Club of the M. I. T. to take place under the following conditions:

1st: That it be held during the week of October 23rd.
2nd: That the subject be limited to National issues only.

The Worcester Wilson Club of the M. I. T. would be honored if the Progressive Club would accept the challenge.

PROFESSOR SEDGWICK

The Massachusetts exhibit was sent to Washington under the care of L. W. Herkett, and was inspected and viewed by great numbers during the period that it was being exhibited, from September 16 to October 4, 1912. After the diploomy of merit had been awarded to the Institute the entire Massachusetts exhibit was sent to Boston, and plans have been made to hang it in the Fogg Public Library. Most of this has already been done, but the Institute exhibit has not yet been put up.

The exhibition sent down Prof. George Sedgwick consisted of a map, showing the distribution of foreign students who are now in health work, and it appears as if there were too many engaged wherever health work was going on. These men are largely doing public health work for States and municipalities, some are teaching and some are teaching (dissected).